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A CORRECTION

Francisco Dy writes to make the modest assertion that we somewhat overtitled him in our WHO'S WHO IN AMCA, last issue. His proper title is Regional Malaria Adviser, not Director of the Regional Office, of WHO. Energetic Dr. Dy also reports, a bit breathlessly, that he rushed about over Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, in the footsteps of Uncle Harry Stage but never did catch sight of him, though he finally learned he was actually in Hue, just below the border of North Vietnam. "Harry certainly gets around, doesn't he?" he adds. They may be able to get together in Phnom-Penh, Cambodia on January 10 to 15, 1956, when a meeting of representatives of the Ministries of Health of the three Indo-Chinese countries and perhaps Thailand, will meet with WHO and U. S. TCA representatives to coordinate their campaigns. We are promised a report on their progress and plans.—A. W. M.

---

FROM A LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Regarding *Mosquito News* and the printing of articles on field work: Lew Wells has been using DDT-plaster of paris bricks made in muffin baking tins. He uses them for rock pools in the coastal ledges where *Aedes aropalpus* breeds. With an accurate right arm he can hit pools that are difficult to climb to. Another item—we use "NICOFUME" nicotine smoke cans for *Culex* in underground storm drains. It's a lot less expensive than having a fogging unit parked over a manhole for a quarter or a half hour. Another item—the commercial truck bodies with outboard steel compartments are fine for keeping lunch boxes, clothing and small tools away from insecticide tanks and heavy tools carried in the truck body. These compartments are made by several companies; e.g. Holan and also Gar Wood.

Another subject about which most any mosquito district is vitally interested is the disposal of municipal garbage and rubbish. We all have our dumps and piggeries. Many a city is studying the question of incinerators because of lack of space for land fills. These are wasteful. Some cities in Europe and Asia compost garbage and rubbish successfully. You have no doubt followed work at the University of California on the experiments with compost. I'd like to see one of our eastern cities try it.—R. L. Armstrong, Supt., East Middlesex Mosquito Control Project, Cambridge, Mass.